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How Permanent 4 system works 
 

On vehicles with permanent four-wheel 
drive new technical solutions have been 
adopted characterized by a series of 
devices able to guarantee optimal traction 
even under critical road holding 
conditions. These results have been 
obtained thanks to the adoption of a 
central “viscous coupling” able to 
transfer part of the deflecting torque from 
one drive shaft to another whenever there 
is wheel slip due to bad road conditions. 
Under good road holding conditions the 
vehicle behaves liked a front wheel drive 
vehicle but has the advantage that the rear axle permanently contributes to the thrust with a small torque (about 
5%) transferred by the viscous coupling which, like a differential device, allows small differences in the speed 
of the front and rear wheels. Drive is transmitted to the viscous coupling (2) from the electromagnetic coupling 
(1) which is controlled by an electronic control unit which automatically engages/disengages it in accordance 
with evaluation parameters set by the control unit itself and measures by the relevant sensors and components. 
The rotating mass (3) located at the end of the drive shaft enables the vibrations generated by the imbalance of 
the system to be absorbed. 
1 - Electromagnet coupling 
2 - Viscous coupling 
3 - Rotating mass 

4. Body 
5. Shaft 
A. Integral disc with coupling body 4 
B. Integral disc wit shaft 5 

Electromagnetic coupling (1) 
The electromagnetic coupling forms part of a sophisticated system of control managed by a specific control unit 
which, from the-processing of the data measured by a series of sensors, manages the traction on the basis of the 
best road holding conditions obtained trough the disengagement of the four-wheel drive which is the normal 
operational state. 
The-functions of the system are basically as follows: 
- Engagement/disengagement of the coupling 
- Anti-disengaging function 
- Self diagnose. 
Viscous coupling (2) 
As shown in the following page the connection between the two drive shafts (front and rear) is formed by a 
special silicone fluid in which discs “A” and “B” are immersed. These discs are integral with body 4 and with 
the shaft 5 (through a grooved coupling). Under normal conditions, as already described, with a minimum 
difference in the speed of the two discs, a minimum torque is transferred as the traction is almost entirely on the 
front axle. When one of the drive shafts is slipping resulting in a great difference in speed between the two 
disks, (e.g. front wheels on ice and rear wheels on dry road) there is an increase in temperature resulting in a 
compression of the disks and relative blocking of the coupling itself. 

 





















































For what is P2 better then P4? 
+ less jerking on low rpm 
+ no jerking at all in corners  yes especially in tight corners 
+ you have lower consumption, especially  “grandma” drivers  
+ you have higher TOP SPEED 
+ it's easier to drive it in city at cruising speed 
+ especially on long distances  you somehow have feeling that it glides in comparison to driving with 4x4 
engaged 
+ yes now you can pull up hand brake and it will block rear wheels, like normal FWD car do  it's handy in some 
situations 
+ you'll have a bit smaller turning radius, helps when parking 
+ definitively your clutch has less stress 
+ better acceleration above some 120km/h  
 
For what is P2 worse then P4? 
- first few days until you learn to drive it like  FWD car, you won't be able to start without wheel spin 
- you have slower accel. up to 120km/h because of wheel spin 
- if you drive it hard you'll have wheel spin until  you pass around 100Km/h, so you'll have to compensate  with 
steering wheel just to stay on track which means no more one hand on wheel driving 
- IT WILL HAVE EVEN LONGER BRAKING DISTANCE, because P4 is transferring some of braking force 
to back wheels with drive shaft until braking force exceed 0.2 G this is especially obvious if you have ABS 
- you'll have trouble while climbing on sidewalk (normal way of parking car in my country) again 
you'll have wheel spin 
- yours front tires will wear more then back tires 
- you'll find out that car is no more neutral in high speeding corners (you'll have under steer), and 
you'll have feeling that yours car sways, you'll maybe want to put on front shocks sway bar because of it car 
somehow easier passes corner but you don't have that P4 feeling that it stays hard on ground with all four 
wheels (I missed it so much that I almost bought sway bar) 
- also until you learn to drive it or ie computer learns  first few day you won't see any difference in fuel 
consumption but after that passes, you'll be happy,  if you drive like maniac all day long don’t expect big fuel 
saving.  With P4 and yellow fuel lamp turn on I could do 50Km normal city drive, now  with P2 if I'm extra 
careful even 90Km, while on normal drive I have some 65-70Km, normal city consumption has on my car has 
fallen from 13lit/100km to some 11.5lit/100km on free way it isn’t that large before on freeway I had  
7.5lit/100km (in 5th on some 3-4000 rpm, around 120 km/h) now it's 6,5 lit/100km I don't think that it can go 
any lower  than that without lowering to 2000-2200 rpm in 5th but  many people know that 1900-2200 rpm is 
critical for  Alfa boxer, because on that rpm engine wears much more so I don't like driving it lower then 2500 
on long runs. 
 
In case you didn't know DON'T EVER pull handbrake with engaged 4x4 you risk of swaying drive shaft, 
because we don't have central diff. we have el. clutch which acts like one, but only when you brake with foot 
brake. 
Only reason for pulling it in drive with 4x4 is when you can't stop on time, and you risk damaging all of your 
car, it won't lock rear wheels but you'll have shorter braking distance and because it don't lock your rear wheels 
you won't spin your car, like on FWD you would. 



How to TEST it without placing switch, to see if I like my P4 turned into P2? 
 
How to turn P4 to P2 (FWD), open bonnet, and look on drivers side of car for two relays with fuses on them, 

 

  
one that is closer to shock absorber should be el. clutch relay   (with blue stand) come to relay red, red-black, purple-
black, pink) so you can't miss it. Take fuse out or even whole relay, in any case with that el. clutch won't get electricity, 
also 4x4 warning lamp will ignite, which will tell you that computer found error and just disconnected further monitoring 
of all 4x4 system in car, which means that with it you disconnected all electric 4x4 systems in car, and you don't have to 
be afraid of damaging any, yours drive shaft will continue to turn but it will not transfer any Nm to rear wheels. 
Don't be afraid that 4x4 is ignited because it's good thing, because it means that all 4x4 electronic is shut down. 
Drive car and enjoy in P2.  
After that to drive  P4, turn off ignition, place back fuse (relay) and ignite car, and drive as again P4. 



Do I need switches?  
Well you don’t if you don’t look forward to those few gains mentioned from start or you tested it and didn’t 
like it, or you like it but you think that opening bonnet every time you want to change from FWD to 4x4 or 
from 4x4 to FWD isn’t hard. 
 
I’m making this document to all those “lazy” people that like me think it’s too much bother opening bonnet and 
getting out of seat, taking out fuse in let say brand new suit and dirtying yours hands and getting back to car.  
 
 
What is purpose those of switches? 
 4x4 switch 
+ you don't have to stop car, and open bonnet, and take fuse out or put it in,  which can be interesting if it starts 
to rain and you want to transfer P2 to P4 
4x4 reset switch 
+ you don't need to turn off ignition and turn it back on, just to turn ON  4x4 computer and electronic, because 
once 4x4 yellow light ignite (error detected) 4x4 computer will disengage all 4x4 electronic and won’t try to 
engage until you turn off/on car. 
 
 
How do I operate those switches once I install them? 
Best way to disengage 4x4: 

1. is to stop car,  
2. turn off car ignition  
3. switch 4x4 to disengage 
4. turn on car ignition  
If you are in a hurry you can skip points 2. and 4. 

 
Best way to engage 4x4: 

1. is to stop car 
2. turn off car ignition (if you have 4x4 reset switch you can leave car running) 
3. switch 4x4 to engage 
4. turn on car ignition (or just reset 4x4 system by 4x4 reset switch) 

 
It is important that you stop car before engaging/disengaging 4x4 system, but if it is necessary you can 
engage/disengage 4x4 system at your own risk while car is moving at nearly constant velocity/speed but it is in 
neutral (none of gears) gearshift position. 
 
NEVER: 

- engage 4x4 when braking or accelerating fast 
- disengage 4x4 when accelerating 
   

 
 
 



Making switch 
There are two switches, 4x4 electronic clutch power switch and 4x4 computer reset switch (as option you can 
make third switch which will turn on/off 4x4 orange warning light on instrument panel by cutting and inserting 
additional switch to amber-black wire which is first wire on G270a connector). There are two ways of doing 
4x4 electronic switch one is to cut ZN (purple black) or S (pink) wire on I76 relay but since you need to open 
central console to make 4x4 computer reset switch I’ll describe second way which include cutting (purple 
black) ZN wire which is #3 wire on  G270a connector.  Electronic scheme you can see page or two down, 
you’ll need 2 switches (20A or more preferred) one is for 4x4 switch and it is normal switch (if you can find 
original Alfa Romeo switch like for fog lights/all 4 direction lights/rear window defogger) other switch 4x4 
reset switch should be momentary switch (like reset switch on computer) but normal will work also only you’ll 
have step more to do,  6-7 meters/yards of 2,5mm2  car wire,  flat and cross screwdrivers, scalper or similar 
sharp object with which you’ll cut wire and  strip it (take off plastic/rubber electric insulation ), electric 
insulator tape (or any electric insulator spray) .  
 
First you have to decide where in cabin would you like to have those switches, best place for them would be on 
lowest part of central console, between hand brake and ash tray since it’s closest of connector and less wire we 
have, less resistance (ohms) we insert to 4x4 system, second best place for it would be on drivers shelf between 
steering wheel and central console, last place should be between steering wheel and driver door (this is not 
desirable location as you need long wires to reach that location but to me it is most ergonomic and esthetic 
place) , so you need to sit little in drivers seat and move hands around and see which location suits you best I 
recommend first as it’s closest to connector. 

0. take screwdriver and unscrew drivers (4 upper,2 lower screws) and co drivers shelves (2-3upper, 2 
lower screws)/ if you can reach G270a connector behind ash tray and shelf above it by removing those 
two go to step 4. but I couldn’t 

1. take flat screwdriver and take out air ventilation mask and all three ventilation tunnels behind it on 
central console, take it out 

2. take flat screwdriver and open plastic cap to access cross screw on rear part of central plastic which 
protects handbrake it is just after rear ash tray at rear seats, take it out 

3.  take off leather/plastic thing around gearshift knob,  unscrew two screws that are behind ventilation 
system at upper part of central console,  also unscrew two screws holding it in middle, and at last 
unscrew last one near handbrake (maybe you’ll need to loosen an bit  plastic L pieces around central 
console, so you may need Super ATTAK or any other glue when putting it back on)  

4. find G270a and G270b connectors and locate wire #6  SN (pink-black) or S (pink) depending which 
side of G270a connector you’re looking at, strip wire and cut it after that connect both new ends of SN 
wire to 4x4 reset switch with 2.5mm2 car wires, insulate with tape all connections 

5. locate wire #3  ZN (purple-black)  of G270a connector, strip wire and cut it after that connect both new 
ends of ZN wire to 4x4 switch with 2.5mm2 car wires, insulate with tape all connections 

6. make holes and install switches on central console or wherever you decided to put them 
7. start car and test both switches, when you press 4x4 switch it should disengage el. Coupling which will 

result click noise followed by lighting up 4x4 warning light depress switch and you’ll see that nothing 
happens, yellow light is still on because until you reset 4x4 computer it wont try to reengage coupling, 
after you press 4x4 reset switch, yellow lights will turn off you’ll hear click noise which is el. Coupling 
engaging and if all is OK yellow light will stay off, now press foot brake pedal to see if system is OK if 
each time you press brake pedal hear clicking sound from el. Coupling then yours system has too much 
wire and to high resistance is added to 4x4 system (unless yours car did that before you installed switch 
in which case you do not need to worry, my didn’t)  and computer each time you press brake pedal 
calculates (what computer uses to calculate 0.2G I still don’t known, I can only guess) that we have 
excided 0.2 G force limit in braking and it disengages drive shaft it isn’t that bad if rear brake pressure 
valve is working OK but it would be better that we don’t have this side effect. Take car for spin to see if 
it acts as before with 4x4 engaged. 

8. If all is OK and yellow light don’t come after some time of driving and braking, screw back all parts of 
console and shelves. 

9. CONGRATULATIONS ON SUCCESSFULLY INSTALLING 4X4 SWITCH  
On following page 30 (298 page of wiring diagram) you can see electric wiring scheme of both switches installed on one side of 
G270a connector of 4x4 system, but you can also install it on other side of that connector which leads to 4x4 computer at end of 
car N50 page 31 (seen on page 297 of wiring diagram). 



Wiring scheme of 4x4 switch and 4x4 reset switch on front part of 4x4 system. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 



This is wiring diagram of Alfa 33 ie 4x4 car that originally comes with 4x4 switch installed and best way 
(factory way) would be for us to make exact copy of that or take (from scrap yard) whole rear 4x4 system of 
that car, computer, wires and switch, and install it in ours P4. Both N50 units work in same way they disconnect 
power to el. Coupling when you brake and engage it moment later. Of course 4x4 N50 units probably has 
implemented support for 4x4 while ours have not. ORIGINAL 4x4 SWITCH IS PLACED NEAR FRONT ASH TRAY. 

  



 

 
Switch inside my Permanent 4  Original position of 4x4 switch on 4x4 Alfa, 

best position for installing both switches. 
 

 
 

If you are asking yourself what electromagnetic coupling looks like 

 
so now you know what expensive part you can damage if you play with 4x4 system and install/use 4x4 switch 
also you can see on it exactly electromagnetic coil and tooth mesh sensor if you look at it carefully. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
WHAT YOU MUST KNOW WHEN DRIVING PERMANENT 4 
 

1 - Permanent 4WD failure warning light. The system comprises an 
electromagnetic coupling controlled by an electronic control unit for 
engaging the drive. The system has a self-diagnosis unit and a special 
warning light (1) to alert the driver in the event of the any system failures. 
Drive transmission also takes place through a viscous joint in an 
intermediate position from the propeller shaft. 
Warning: The electromagnetic coupling is engaged by turning the 
ignition key to position 2 (key-controlled services ON). If  the vehicle is to 
be towed, turn the ignition key to position 1 (key-controlled services OFF) 
without removing the key so as to disengage the electromagnetic 
coupling.  
 
 

Warning 
Avoid utilizing the vehicle in a manner different to that for which is was designed: it is therefore recommended 
not to use it as an “all terrain” vehicle. Furthermore follow the precautions listed hereunder: 
- utilize tires of the same type and dimensions on all four wheels and ensure that inflation pressures are always 
those pre-scribed; 
- always check brake efficiency after having crossed muddy, sandy or wet terrains; 
- when the fitting of snow-chains is required, remember that these must be mounted onto the front wheels; 
- never tow the vehicle by raising the rear wheels only (front wheels in contact with the ground) to avoid 
serious damage to the mechanics. In the case of absolute necessity only, tow the vehicle in this way only 
after insertion of a rotating platform under the front wheels and with the ignition key in position 1 key 
controlled services OFF and electromagnetic coupling disengaged 
- dynamic balancing, with wheels installed on the vehicle, must be carried out with the ignition key in 
position 1 (ignition controlled functions cut out) in order to disconnect the electromagnetic coupling; 
- before carrying out power or brake testing with a roller test bench, remove the fuse protecting the 
electromagnetic coupling in order to disconnect it. 
An Authorized Alfa Romeo Service Station should carry out these operations. 
 
Getting towed 
When being towed, secure the towing link to the bracket shown in figure A. Turn the steering lock/ignition 
switch key to the position “1” (see page 34) and left in (key controlled services OFF and for Permanent 4 
version electromagnetic coupling disengaged). 
Warning 
- When towing, care should be taken that any hauling local regulation is strictly adhered to. 
- When the vehicle is being towed no power assistance is available to the brake system; a substantially greater 
pedal effort will therefore be needed to obtain effective braking.  
- If the vehicle is equipped with power steering, the circuit is not active with the engine at rest and it is therefore 
necessary to exercise more force on the steering wheel. 
- Never withdraw the key from the steering lock/ignition switch because it is possible for the steering lock to 
engage accidentally. 
- Never tow the vehicle with only the rear wheels raised from the ground (front drive wheels on the road) to 
avoid serious mechanical damage. If it cannot be avoided use this system only after placing a rotating platform 
under the front wheels and turn the steering lock/ignition switch key to the position “1” (key controlled services 
OFF and for Permanent 4 version electromagnetic coupling disengaged). 
- When getting towed, on 4WD version, disengage the four-wheel drive. 
Towing 
When taking another vehicle in tow, secure the towing link to the bracket on the underside of the boot as shown 
in figure 6 or C (4WDversions). 
Note for 4WD versions 
TO facilitate towing of another vehicle, it is advisable to engage the four-wheel drive. 



WHAT YOU MUST KNOW WHEN DRIVING 4x4 WHEEL DRIVE 
 

 1 - Push-button to engage 4WD 
2 - Self-diagnosis system warning light 
3 - 4-wheel drive engagement warning light. 
The system is composed of a rear differential coupled to the engine unit 
by a propeller shaft fitted with an electromagnetic coupling; this 
mechanical device is controlled by an electronic control unit. Engagement 
of 4WD is possible at any vehicle speed and is actuated by a push-button 
(1). 
Avoid maneuvering on high-adhesion road surfaces with the wheels 
steered to locks and the 4WD engaged. Under this condition, even though 
the reliability and strain resisting capabilities of the cars mechanical 
components are not impaired, the vehicle will result in a braking action. 
The device is provided with a self-diagnosis system and a special warning 

light (2) on the dashboard, signaling any possible faulty condition of the control unit, the electromagnetic 
coupling and the sensors. In such a case, 4WD is automatically disengaged thus preserving safety and reliability 
levels. 4WD engagement is signaled by warning light (3). 
Note 
Thanks to a series of sensors, the system optimizes functionality and reliability in any condition: 
- inhibiting engagement in case of speed difference between front and rear wheels; 
- disengaging 4WD in case of Sharp braking and automatically engaging it when the brake pedal is released. 
The system is also fitted with a mesh-control safety device, the operation of which is based on the detection, 
performed by a coil installed near the coupling, of electromagnetic noises due to mesh failure. Said safety 
device operates upon engagement driven either by the push-button switch or by brake pedal release (after 
intervention of brake safety device).  
How to chose which drive to utilize 
Front-wheel drive only: this is most suitable on normal, dry roads, as it allows maximum savings in fuel 
consumption, a more comfort-able drive and lower wear of mechanical parts. 
4WD: this must be utilized in all those circum-stances when the road presents low adhesion values, I.e. 
disconnected, wet, snowy or muddy roads and on sandy or muddy routes.  
In general: it is recommended to utilize front wheel drive whenever road or atmospheric conditions do not 
expressly required the use of 4WD. 
Warning 
Avoid utilizing the vehicle in a manner different to that for which it was designed: it is therefore recommended 
not to use it as an “all terrain” vehicle. Furthermore follow the precautions listed hereunder: 
- utilize tires of the same type and dimensions on all four wheels and ensure that inflation pressures are always 
those pre-scribed; 
- always check brake efficiency after having crossed muddy, sandy or wet terrains; 
- when the fitting of snow-chains is required, mounted on-to the front wheels without engaging 4WD. 
 
 
 



DISCLAIMER 
All written data here are obtained by TESTING with “pick and try” method (also known as right wire-wrong 
wire, good-bad wire..) on my P4 and from reading all other data you can find here in pictures. All data written 
here present my knowledge and my own belief so they can be wrong or insufficient. If you find any data that 
you think is incorrect or wish to change it, adopt it or fulfill manual please let me know by sending me e-mail to 
tvatavuk@usa.net  .Nor me or any other person has any financial benefit from making/distributing this manual. 
I ‘m not and will be not hold responsible for any damage electric, mechanic or any other as result of following 
this manual, installing and using 4x4 switch in your car. If you install switch you could damage: 4x4 control 
unit, instrument panel, central console, electromagnetic coupling or any other electric/mechanic part of yours 
car for which you and only you will be responsible. What I didn’t scare you well then go and make switch, if you want that is. You wouldn’t 
believe how much I hate when they write disclaimer with so small font size. Stop reading this you’ll lose yours eyesight. 
 


